Accessories
Reed Cases
Hygro reed case (6 reeds) HRC10 / HRC20
This reed case is designed to maintain your reeds in optimal humidity conditions to avoid any
deterioration. It is based on:
• A regulated humidification by air circulation,
• A hygrometry level controlled by a humidity indicator disc.
Replacement kit HRCK
For hygro reed cases HRC10 and HRC20.

HR

Reed case (8 reeds) VRC810
An elegant blue case designed to hold 8 reeds.
• Numbered compartments keep reeds organized.
• Grooved support provides air circulation.
• Convenient size easily fits in a pocket or clarinet case.
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Reed case (6 reeds) VRC620
It shares the same design as our 8-Clarinet reed case.
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CODE
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20

COMMENTS

HRC10

Holds 6 of any Bb, Eb or alto clarinet and soprano or alto sax reeds.

HRC20

Holds 6 of any bass clarinet and tenor or baritone sax reeds.

HRCK

Contains two replacement humidity indicator discs and a sponge.

VRC810

Holds 8 of any Bb, Eb clarinet, or soprano saxophone reeds.

VRC620

Holds 6 alto saxophone reeds or alto clarinet reeds.

Pouches
Blue suede pouch P100
Designed to protect mouthpieces, caps, or ligatures.
Black neoprene pouch P200 / P201
This protective pouch is designed to store your Vandoren mouthpiece in the best conditions.
P1
00

CODE

P200

COMMENTS

P100

In navy blue suede.

P200

For Bb, Eb, and alto clarinet or alto and soprano saxophone.

P201

For bass clarinet or tenor and baritone saxophone.
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Accessories
Reed Trimmer
The Vandoren Reed Trimmer repairs damaged tipsand increases the strength of your reeds with ease.
Adjustable and precise, it utilizes the same blades we use in our factory to create a consistent, clean
cut every time. Now damaged reeds can perform like new again.
Different reed-trimmer models are available depending on the shape characteristics
of Vandoren reeds:

Bb Clarinet

NEW

RT10

RT16

RT18

RT19

RT50

Alto Saxophone
RT21

RT81

RT21RT

NEW

Reed Resurfacer
Glass reed resurfacer and reed stick
The reed resurfacer is made of a washable tempered glass and features an etched surface that
is nearly impossible to wear out. The reed stick, inspired by a reed rush, is also made of etched
glass and enables players to precisely customize and personalize their reeds.

CODE

COMMENTS

RR200

Reed resurfacer and reed stick.

RR202

Reed stick only.

Swabs
Microfiber clarinet swabs SW200 / SW300
Combining the delicacy and absorbancy of silk with the durability of microfiber, Vandoren’s
clarinet swab is the perfect choice for your instrument. The gentle fibers are specially designed to
thoroughly clean your clarinet while protecting the delicate finish.
• Made of high-quality, specially designed microfibers.
• Strong cord with easy pull-through weight.
• Best humidity and grease absorption available.
• Cleans easily with soap and water.
• Durable and long-lasting for years of reliable use.

200

Microfiber polishing cloth PC300
CODE

COMMENTAIRES

PC
30
0

SW200

For Bb clarinet.

SW300

For Bass clarinet.

PC300

Same material and characteristics as the Vandoren microfiber swab,
but without a weight.
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Accessories
Universal Harness
The first harness that makes even heavy instruments feel weightless. Its ergonomic design moves
as the musician moves: in perfect harmony, to make playing easier than ever before. With the
Vandoren universal harness, there is no more strain on the cervical vertebrae and breathing is
left totally free.
CODE

COMMENTS

FNH100

For all saxophones.

FNH101

Special Order.
Lengthened version (longer cord) for certain bass clarinet models and bassoon.

Saxophone Straps
(Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Baritone)
NEW

V Neck: featuring a wide black polypropylene (PP) strap, the V Neck is designed to provide the
player the maximum comfort.
V Neck Deluxe: ergonomically designed to provide the greatest amount of support without
creating stress and fatigue to the neck and back. Wide smooth leather and microfiber neck
pad, reinforced with a silicone and shape memory foam protection piece, optimizes the comfort
allowing the player to perform without pain.
Both models are available in three sizes (S, M/L, XL) and have the same easy adjustment
mechanism and secure hook connection for ‘easy-on/easy-off’.
SMALL / JUNIOR

MEDIUM / LARGE

X LARGE

V Neck

VSS201

VSS203

VSS205

V Neck Deluxe

VSS221

VSS223

VSS225

Mouthpiece Cushions
The mouthpiece cushions protect the mouthpiece from teethmarks.
Available in two thicknesses.
CODE

COMMENTS

VMC6

Pack of 6 cushions (transparent) (Thickness: 0,35mm - .014”).

VMCX6

Pack of 6 cushions (black) (Thickness: 0,80mm - .032”).

Tuning Rings
for MASTERS Bb clarinet mouthpieces

CODE
VTR100

COMMENTS
They are available in two thicknesses: 1.5 and 1.75 mm.
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The Masters tuning rings allow you to play your Vandoren MASTERS mouthpiece at 440 Hz.

Accessories
Cork Grease
Pleasantly scented with appleblossom fragrance, this grease lubricates and protects instrument
cork, keeping it supple and perfectly airtight. Vandoren cork grease has long been a favorite
among students and professionals.
CODE
CG100

COMMENTS
Cork grease by the tube.

Double Reeds

All double reeds are sold in single packs.
GOUGED & SHAPED CANE

English horn EH10

Heckel bassoon HB10

French bassoon FB10

Heckel contrabassoon HC10

French contrabassoon FC10

Sarussophone SA10

Oboe
English horn
Heckel bassoon
GOUGED CANE

Oboe
English horn
Heckel bassoon
GOUGED, SHAPED & PROFILED

Heckel bassoon
RAW CANE

Oboe
Heckel bassoon

X10
OCS30/31/32*
ECS30
HBS30
X10
OC20/21/22*
EC20
HC20
X10
HBSP40
PER KG
ROC50
RHB50
* Soft / Medium / Hard
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Oboe OR14/10/16*

